Cumberland RUbber Supply
company overview

Who We Are
Headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee, CRS has become one of the leading
high-density rubber companies in the United States. CRS builds, designs, and
supplies high-impact rubber products for a broad range of markets. The most
prevalent industries serviced are agriculture, equestrian, energy, engineering, erosion
control, gym, marine, mining, shooting ranges, and transportation.
Along with manufacturing and design capabilities, Cumberland Rubber Supply has
strategically partnered with accompanying material manufacturers. CRS can work
with steel mills and national shipping warehouses across the county to service unique
needs and offer lower shipping rates.

Vision:
-CRS guarantees the best products on the market.
-We go out of the way to find solutions for your project.
-We let our products do the talking for us with performance.
Mission:
To provide high-quality parts for high-impact applications in industries that demand
performance.
Values:
CRS stands by its core values and vision. Our core values reflect on our high-quality
and long-lasting products. We want to do things right the first time. Cumberland
Rubber Supply is dedicated to builds the best products on the market period.

Our Story
Two midwestern entrepreneurs founded Cumberland Rubber Supply after relocating
to Nashville. Cumberland Rubber Supply (CRS) has been producing cutting-edge
rubber parts for many industries. The company has innovated products in agriculture,
defense, energy, gym, mining, transportation, and more.
In an age of unprecedented online consumerism and information overload, it can be
difficult to efficiently find a company capable of building that one specific rubber part.
CRS was founded for that reason. Their niche is found in producing customized
rubber parts that are designed for specific applications.
Innovation is key in the basic materials industry. CRS product development has a
reputation for unparalleled quality. CRS high-impact parts have been shown to handle
high forces of energy. CRS has demonstrated they can transcend industries by
building custom parts that can handle specific demands.
CRS is always ready for the challenge that lies ahead. CRS has been developing
stronger compounds and testing hybrid modifications with aerospace materials.
CRS has quickly become an industry-leading manufacturer in the high-impact rubber
applications industry. CRS takes pride in providing solutions that will last decades.

High Density Parts
At CRS, we offer high-quality American-made impact rubber products. We are fully
committed to providing our customers with top-notch products that can withstand the
most demanding applications.
Specific parts include panels, sheets, blocks, granulated rubber, custom parts, high
impact bumpers, modified rubber parts, mining bumpers, car parts, ballistic gel,
high-density athletic parts, impact mats, custom cut steel, bulletproofing materials,
and other consumer designed materials.
Our capabilities include compounding, compression molding, design, and fabrication.
CRS high-performance parts are found in shooting ranges, mining applications,
energy sector designs, agricultural applications, high-end athletic facilities, erosion
control projects, transportation parts, and other high-impact environments.
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